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❑ Future fusion reactors and devices demand

materials with superior properties.

❑ Prediction and control of advanced materials

become a paramount goal.

❑ The origin and limits of several advanced fusion

material designs require multiscale experimental and

simulation studies under extreme environments.

❑ Several innovative material designs are being

investigated at LANL and promising outcomes are

planned.

❑ Department of Energy Fusion Energy Sciences

priority is to build the knowledge needed to develop a

fusion energy source.

❑ Breakthroughs can be achieved using innovative

materials such as refractory W-based high-entropy

alloys (HEAs).

❑ LANL and its collaborators (UC, WISC, MIT and

UCSD) have state-of-the art experimental and

simulation capabilities and experts to perform this

type of research. An ARPA-E project is starting in

2022 on advanced manufacturing and high

throughput selection of novel HEAs as plasma facing

materials for future fusion reactors.

❑ The first plasma in ITER is expected to be generated

in 2025. Development of satisfactory plasma facing

materials (PFCs) remains a key issue to be resolved

for future fusion energy.

❑ As a PFC, tungsten (W) has several important fusion

related properties, but suffers from morphology

changes and mechanical degradation when exposed

to extreme fusion environments.

❑ The design and control of a radiation resistant PFC is

a priority for fusion research and several national

laboratories and universities are performing different

research activities to achieve this goal including LANL

and LANL’s national and international collaborators.

❑Multiscale studies on innovative materials are required for fusion energy progress.

❑ Refractory HEAs possess unprecedented irradiation tolerance and other outstanding 

fusion materials-related properties. 

❑ High throughput formation and down selection of refractory HEAs can expedite the 

timeline for fusion power. 
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High thermal stability and unprecedented irradiation resistance

Remarkable agreement between modelling and experiments

New Project Objectives

Project Tasks & Design

Unique Experimental & Modelling Capabilities

High throughput manufacturing & 

down selection (WISC)
Dual & Tri-beam irradiations

(LANL)
In-situ characterization 

techniques (LANL)

In-situ TGS (thermoelastic properties)

(MIT)

❑ Design, develop and manufacture (via additive manufacturing) 

novel W-based HEAs for plasma facing components (PFC).

❑ High throughput down selection process. 

❑ Investigate the thermal, mechanical and radiation stability at 

unique facilities at LANL and US universities.

❑ Demonstrate feasibility for scaled-up production.

❑ Develop an economically feasible and suited PFC material 

capable of withstanding harsh environments in fusion power 

plants.

❑ Reduce all cost (including maintenance) associated with the 

PFC from 200 M/year to  lower than $20M/ year

Technology Impact

Proposed Techno-Economic Targets

Metric State of the Art Proposed

Material Tungsten Tungsten Based HEA

Radiation resistance High damage at low dpa At least 20x lower damage

ELM stability Crack formation No crack formation

Cost of reactor materials
Design dependent

$15-287 M 
~ $5-10 M

Maintenance cost in 

downtime

Design dependent

$15-287 M 

Significantly lower 

maintenance costs

Now
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